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Institut d'Astrophysique, Paris, France 

ABSTRACT. The investigation of the possibility that some of the oxygen-rich 
supernova remnants may have been produced by exploding Wolf-Rayet (W-R) 
stars via electron-positron pair creation supernovae (PCSN), requires detailed in
formations about the heavy element production in such events. This problem is 
discussed in this contribution, and it is in particular emphasized that for an ex
ploding W-R star of about 50 M 0 the synthesis of radioactive species (especially 
S 0Ni) is probably negligible; hence radiactive decay is unlikely to power the optical 
luminosity of the supernova. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The PCSN has recently experienced a renaissance, since it represents the final 
phase of evolution of very massive stars (VMS) of M> 80 M@, which enter the 
electron- positron (e*) pair instability prior to their core oxygen phase. VMS 
have been already proposed (Woosley and Weaver, 1982; El Eid et al. 1983; Ober 
et al. 1983; Bond et al. 1984) as candidates for the population III (or zero-
roetal) stars. The last quoted work is an excellent discussion of the physics of such 
objects. Furthermore, there is now evidence (cf. Humphreys 1984) that there are 
candidates for VMSs in the galaxies of the local group, and it is well established 
that there are some 100 M$ stars in the LMC. 
Very recently, it has been proposed by Begelman and Sarazin (1986) that some 
of the oxygen-rich supernovae may have been resulted from the PCSN of W-R 
stars. Particularly, these authors have suggested an exploding W-R star of — 50 
MQ as a progenitor of the object SN1985, which was discovered by Filippenko and 
Sargent (1985). It is, however not yet clear that SN1985 has really been produced 
by the explosion of such a massive W-R star. Gaskell et al. (1986) have classified 
this object as type lb supernova. This debate is not our concern here, rather 
it is remarkable that in the work of Begelman and Sarazin they relied on rough 
estimate ot the nucleosynthetic yield (especially for 5 6Ni) of an exploding 50 M® 
oxygen core by the PCSN. It is not obvious how an amount of ~ 1 M<j> of 5*Ni 
which they need in their model ca be produced in such event. We return to this 
point in sect. III. 
The evolution of a 100 M*> population I star has recently been computed from 
the ZAMS through the PCSN stage (Wooaley and Weaver 1986 (WW 86); Langer 
and El Eid 1986 (LE86); El Eid and Langer 1986 (EL86)). When convective 
overshooting and mass loss are included during the quasi-static evolution of such 
a star (cf. LE86), it developes a hydrogen exhausted core of about 70 M© which 
is comparable with the case of M a=64 M 0 studied by Arnett (1973). At the end 
of the helium core phase the star became a W-R star o( type WO having a mass 
of about 61 Me and its total oxygen content comprised ~ 51 M$ (cf. LE86), 
which is comparable with the mass estimate of Begelmann and Sarazin (1986). 
As argued by LE86 the amount of overshooting in a 100 M 0 is likely to be small; 
hence a WO star of ~ 61 MQ could also originate from a star of initially about 
120 M© with standard convection. This estimate would fit to the calibration of 
Arnett(1973). 

On the other hand, adopting the Schwarzschild criterion for convection the 100 M$ 
became in the calculation of LE86 a WN star of ~ 45 Me in agreement with the 
calculations of WW86. The final fate of such WN star is very interesting and still 
need more work, since it seems to lie on the border line between total disruption 
and the so called 'pulsational pair instability' propesed by WW86. The results 
of EL86 that this star would suffer complete disruption is probably not the final 
answer. Hence, we postponed this case to a fortcoming work, and concentrate 
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in this conrtibution on the final evolution of the 61 M© WO star. In sect. II 
we present a new run of supernova calculations for this case, and in sect. Ill we 
summarize the expected nucleosynthetic yield from its less controversal explosion, 
and compare it with previous works whenever possible. 

II. THE SUPERNOVA CALCULATIONS 

The initial model for our hydrodynamical calculations is the 61 MQ WO star as 
described in details by LE86. 
II. 1 Code and input physics. For completeness we briefly describe the main fea
tures of the numerical code and the input physics. The implicit hydrodynamical 
code solves the difference equations of stellar structure iteratively in a lagrangian 
grid by the Henyey relaxation method. We have assumed spherical symmetry 
and neglected convection. Convection is inhibited during the carbon and neon 
core phases, since the energy loss rates by neutrinos exceed the nuclear energy 
rates(neg»tive effective energy generation rates). During the oxygen core phase 
the evolution is too fast to allow for effective mixing. In any case, including convec
tion in PCSN is a rather difficcult task. The early work of Fraley (1966) suggests 
that convection has probably no important effect on the explosion. The radiative 
energy transport has been included in the diffusion approximation. 
The equation of state (EOS) has been calculated explicitly. The effect of the e* 
pairs has been taken into account by satisfying the constraint of charge neutrality 
for a given temperature T and density p under the assumption that the e* pairs are 
in equilibrium with the radiation field (cf. Cox and Giuli 1968 for a comprehensive 
discussion). 
Concerning the network, it is restricted to 13 a- nuclei starting at 4He and ending 
at 5 6Ni. These nuclei are linked by the (0,7) reactions and their inverses. In 
addition the a- channels of the C- C, C- O, and O- O reactions have been included. 
All reaction rates have been updated according to Caughlan et al. (1985). We 
are planning to extend this network to include proton and neutron reactions. The 
network used is probably sufficient for our discussion here. 
The present calculations have been performed with a Klein -Nishina correction 
for the Thomson scattering opacity, which we have adopted previously (EL86). 
The corrected opacities are calculated following the approximation of Fuller et al. 
(1986): 

CKN ^aT/(l + aT9-bTi), 

where a=2.329, b=0.363, and T9 is the temperature in units of 109 K. This correc
tion of the opacity is certainly an improvement of our calculations, since it reduces 
the Thomson scattering opacity by a factor of five at the peak temperatures en
countered during the collapse phase. Fowilowing a private communication with 
S. Woosley, for which we are very grateful, it appears that the above formula has 
also been used by WW86. Fortunately, the change in the opacities did not alter 
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our previous conclusion of total disruption in the 61 MQ case. The main effect 
turned out to be on the nucleosynthesis as described in sect. III. 

Table 1. Some results of the collapse and explosion computaions for the 61 M© 
stellar core. 

t/s 0. 34 39. 45. 85. 

Tc/K 2.51(9) 3.60(9) 3.84(9) 4.04(9) 1.01(9) 
fte/V " n " 3 1.09(6) 2.33(6) 2.87(6) 3.38(6) 4.17(4) 
Vc/ltms" 1 -20.10 -31.60 -26.30 -0.550 +243 
V . / K m s ' 1 -842 -3130 -4470 +1754 +7551 
R/Re 0.233 0.157 0.130 0.103 0.396 
Mo/M® 0. 3.35 6.37 10.55 11.70 

U w / « l » " ' 1.40(49) 6.04(50) 7.35(50) 4.11(50) 7.57(37) 
E««/erg 1.14(50) 7.26(50) 5.80(50) 3.66(49) 8.36(51) 
Epot/erg -7.84(52) -1.26(53) -1.39(53) -1.51(53) -3.55(52) 
Et/k/erg 7.38(52) 1.26(53) 1.44(53) 1.61(53) 3.42(52) 
e*-Range 1.4 - 37 9 - 5 2 1 4 - 5 5 1 8 - 5 7 0 . - 0 . 

NOTE. The time t=0 is chosen arbitrary at the instant when the mast fraction 
of oxygen started to decrease at the center. The other snap- shots correspond 
respectively to maximum global kinetic energy during infall, maximum global nu
clear energy generation rate, reversal of collapse, and maximum kinetic energy of 
the explosion. T c , pe are the central temperatures and densities, V e is the velocity 
close to the center, V, is the velocity at the surface, and R is the radios of the 
star. L n u c , E*, n, Epot, E<* are respectively the nuclear energy generation rate, 
the kinetic energy, the potential energy, and the thermal energy; all are integrated 
quantities. Mo is the mass of consumed oxygen and the last entry is the mass 
range where the e* pair instability is encountered within the star. 

II.2 Result*. The 61 M© stellar core evolved through the carbon and neon core 
phases with global negative energy generation rates. Carbon burning commenced 
at the center at T e = 7.6 10* K and pe= 1.37 104 gr c m ' 3 , and was foiloewd by 
central neon burning which occured at T c = 1.5 10* K and pe= 2.35 10 s gr c m ' 3 . 
Actually neon burning is rather tedious to follow numerically, since in such stars 
it proceeds pulsation, but without any consequences like mass loss. 
Although, several zones (above 2.5 Me) of the star entered the pair instability 
region at the beginning of neon burning, the evolution was still not dynamical. 
This was however the case at the time of central oxygen ignition. In Table 1 
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several quantities are gathered which may characterize the general behavior of the 
model during the collapse and explosion phases. In particular, it is seen that the 
process of e ± pair creation Uas been effective in a large fraction of the star's interior 
(~ 2/3). The increased densities during collapse elevated the electron degeneracy, 
which reduces the concentration of the positrons. Consequently, firstly the central 
layers of the star successively emerge from the instability domain. 
The collapse was reversed as a consequence of explosive oxygen burning which 
ocurred within 40 sec and comprised about 10 Mg. The energy released on this 
time scale was sufficient to initiate an explosion which led to total disruption of 
the star. Notice that the total energy (Epot, Et\, E*,n) became positive already 
at maximum infail (column 3 in Table 1). 
Our calculations indicate that the corrected opacities had the the effect of rein
forcing the collapse, since they are smaller than the Thomson scattering opacities, 
a»;d hence lead to more effective radiative energy transport, which seems to be 
responsible for the reinforcement of the collapse. Therefore, higher temperatures 
and densities have been achieved as compared with our previous computations 
(CL86). This, of course, will modify the nucleosynthetic yield (cf sect III) with» 
out, however, altering our previous conclusion of total disruption of the star. 

III. NUCLEOSYNTHETIC YIELD 
In Table 2 we have compared the nucleosynthetic yield obtained from the present 
calculations with our previous results (EL86). We note again that the soie differ
ence between the two runs is only due to the corrected opacities as described in 
sect. II. 1. 

Table 2. Nucleosynthetic yield from the 61 M 0 stellar core. The ejected masses (in 
solar masses) from two model calculations, which differ in the used opacities are 
compared: (TS) denotes Thomson scattering opacity, (KN) stands for the Klein-
Nishina correction (cf. sect. II. 1). 

He C O Ne Mg Si S Ar Ca 

TS 
KN 

O.058 0.90 
0.057 0.79 

43.0 
40.0 

1.48 
1.28 

2.90 
2.65 

9.08 
12.1 

2.60 
3.34 

0.25 
0.31 

0.062 
0.085 

As a consequence of the higher temperatures and densities achieved during the 
collapse phase, more of C, O, Ne, and Mg have been consumed. Hence, the yield 
of the oxygen burning products is larger, especially for Si. 
The amount of the a- nuclei heavier than Ca was negligible. In particular, the 
ejected mass of 5 6 Ni was about 10~6 M0. Although, our network is certainly not 
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targe enough to follow Si burning, we think that it is unlikely to synthesize an 
appreciable amount of M N i in oxygen cores with masses of 50 to 60 M©. This is 
due to the fact, that Si burning in such cores occurs shortly before the reversal of 
the collapse, and there is not enough time to reshuffle an appreciable amount of 
Si to the iron group elements. 

In this context, we return to the paper of Begelman and Sarazin (1986). They have 
qouted the values of 40 M$ of oxygen, and 10 Me of Si group elements and 1 M© 
of M N i which would be ejected from an exploding 50 M© oxygen core according 
to Bond et al.(1984). In fact, these numbers are based on interpolation from 
Fig. 3 of Bond et.al (1982), which represents a prediction of their semi-analytical 
calculations of very massive stars. 

Comparing our results in Table 2 (cf. entry KN) with that prediction, we find a 
similar mass for oxygen, but the ejected amount of Si- Ca is higher. No significant 
5 6 Ni production has been found in our computations, and this actually agrees 
with Arnett's (1973) calculations for M a = 64 Mo- Hence, it is not obvious how 
an amount of ~ 1 Me of s 0 Ni could be synthesized in PCSNs with oxygen cores 
of 50 to 60 M$. It is more likely that the light curve of a supernova which may 
originate from the explosion of such cores will be dominated by the energy released 
from oxygen recombination. Radioactive decay of S 6 Ni is probably not important 
in this kind of explosion if its amount is less than about 0.1 M© according to the 
estimate of Cahen et al. (1985). 

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

More work is needed to analyze the final evolutionary stages of VMS, which may 
evolve into W- R stars before exploding via the PCSN. Detailed nucleosynthesis 
calculations are required in such events, in order to figure out if they can be 
associated with some oxygen-rich (Cas A type) supernova remnants. It appears 
that W-R stars of masses near the border line of the pair creation instabilty (above 
30 MQ) are the most important cases, since they may originate from initial masses 
of less than 100 MQ, and may suffer the 'pulsational pair instability'. 

It is finally our hope that this contribution would stimulate more work in this 
field. 
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